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About This Game
Blast your way across the cartoon skies in this fast-paced game of aerial combat. Nimbly Games has crafted an instantly
accessible, rewardingly deep, and ravishingly fun multiplayer action game. The sirens have sounded, bogies are coming in hot…
Jump into the fast and agile Loopy and drop your enemies from the sky with a tactical EMP blast - but hit your afterburners
before your Biplane support tears them to pieces with 20mm cannons blazing! Barrel roll through the enemy minefield and arm
your nuke as you enter the drop zone. There it is - the enemy base - but two Mirandas just warped in with lasers hot and an
Explodet is lumbering into position over their hangar decks — will you carry your team to victory?
Multiplayer Done Right: Altitude combines Call-of-Duty style perks with the gameplay variety of Team Fortress 2 in a fresh
multiplayer experience. Carefully refined controls, netcode, and balance make for hundreds of hours of deep, rewarding
gameplay.
Seven Engaging Game Modes:

Plane Ball's constant action makes it a favorite among new and casual players while team-based tactical maneuvers like
passing and blocking provide a fun challenge for veterans.
Team Base Destruction offers an intense, competitive experience where coordinated pushes and strategic loadout
decisions turn the tide. Try a friendly pickup game or join a clan and play in the "Altitude ProLeague" - a competitive
tournament scene run by hardcore gamers from the Starcraft and Counter-Strike communities.
For the ultimate test of dogfighting skills try 1-life Deathmatch or compete in Demolition for a more tactical, objectivebased experience.
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Or enjoy classic game modes like Free For All and Team Deathmatch.
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Altitude is mostly dead now, but if you can get it cheap and a group of friends to play it with you it is a lot of fun.. I remember
when i actually paid for this game years ago, and even after picking it up after all this time i still had a blast. Even though the
community isnt what it used to be, this game is still tons of fun.. This game is free. It can run on a toaster.
But if you need more reasons to get this game I'll give them to you. It's an acrady plane shooter. You can stall your plain in mid
air fall back to the bottom of the map to trick your opponent and shoot em' down. You can play a base deffence game mode or a
football (soccer) mode. It's fun fast and requires some skill.
The community is still active! Don't fear. And you can help by playing, again it's free. You have no reason not to try it!. Very
nice game. Small and good but i don't think worths about 10 dollars. You should wait for the sale.. Fantastic game. It's now free.
And by free, I mean no microtransactions, no adds, no anything! Since review date sept 7, there have been lots of players in
interesting matches. It's a shame I didn't hear about this before, because its a great game!
-TD. A few years back, this game was great. It had a small community but enough to make the game worth playing. As of now
there's probably only a few dozen people playing.
I wouldn't recommend purchasing it now unless it's extremely cheap and you're curious, but during its active lifespan it was a
great game.
8/10. one of the best online games on steam
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I may not be a grizzled veteran with thousands of hours, but I've definitely been around. I can easily say this is one of my top 5
favorite games, but, it does come with ample warning -- it is most definitely not for everybody. Let me explain... (TL;DR
version at the bottom of the post)
Currently, the largest issue is the lack of new players. Within a week, you can usually catch about 50 or so veterans at least once
(many every day). However, it is becoming rarer each day to find new players. This means that unless you're playing with bots,
you'll probably have a hard time.
I'd suggest getting a few friends and hosting a server of your own in order to get decent at the game before hopping onto, for
instance, ball dojo (the "top tier" open server). Who knows, you might become good enough to join a permanent team or recieve
an invite to ranked. The hardest part of this game is most definitely the initial push to be able to compete with the big dogs of
Altitude, and after that, it's always extremely fun (and many times equally frustrating) to play.
I do not claim to be an extremely great player. Sometimes, I can get a goal. On a great day, sometimes 3. However, much of the
veteran community is much better than I am and sometimes it really shows. I only bring this up to say that even when your team
is losing and you're one of the last players on it (maybe because you accidentally passed to an enemy that zipped past you to
score), it is still a very fun game.
Worst case scenario, you just wasted... 0.00 dollars/pounds/euros/colourful rocks. If not for anything but for the sake of the
community, give the game a shot. It is very friendly and close, since most people know of eachother (and if not, somebody else
that knows who they do not). Many people are willing to help teach you and give you pointers.
Oh yeah, and gameplay. The steering is tight (mouse+keyboard at least), there are literally controls if you use mouse+keyboard
(3 on the mouse, up and down on the keyboard), you rank up in order to unlock new planes then new parts for said plane, there
is a prestige system in order to get a better graphical rank, and there is absolutely no in-game purchases with real money.
That alone is extremely rare for a free-to-play multiplayer game, and for these many reasons, I cannot recommend this game
enough.
TL;DR
It will be a very difficult game at first, but after getting used to it (no more than a week at most, really), you will wonder how
you've never played this game before. Not a huge community, but it's hard to tell since there's always at least 2 viable servers.
NO in-game real cash payments. Tight controls and gameplay that doesn't feel repetitive. And, it's completely free -- there's no
reason it's not worth trying.. My brothers and I play this while waiting for everyone to get on their computers before choosing
what game we want to play that night and so because it's free it works as a filler game well. One day this is going to be required
physics homework for kids.
It is so old school and harder than it looks...
A+ Fantastic.
If you play any type of WWII or gravity-based flying game
this should be part of the regimen training.
It's great for everybody. All ages.
Fun and easy to play! Difficult to master.
Very Cool!. I can play this game all day, everyday.
At first it might seem hard to play, but really, you just need a lot of practice maneuvering, strategizing and what not and it will
be tons of fun to play.
*I nominated this game for the "5 more minutes award..". I doubt it would win, but this game definitely was the reason why I
had eye bags all the time.*. Altitude is a fun addicting game in which you fly around in planes shooting other planes to get better
planes. Who wouldn't want that?. This game is a small neat flying arcade style shooter. It is fun and has a varied planes that you
can edit. It also comes with an in built level editor and the gamemodes are great. I think this game needs a little more fame and I
hope people won't stop playing it.. A really slow paced relaxing game. Would not recommend to people who like fast paced
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games. I r8 8/10.. Easily the best Indie MP game I've encountered. Lots of fun. The team-based multiplayer modes never seem
to get old. A lot of teamwork is required as no two games ever play out the same way.
The controls are flawless. I found keyboard best, but you can also use a mouse (even one handed) or gamepad. Very little time is
spent in between rounds or in loading screens unlike most mp games.
The game is great for those occasions where you don't have much time so just want to drop in / drop out. There are always
plenty of servers ready to join.
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